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Liver metabolites synced to
circadian clock
between disruptions to the circadian

tabolites and report numerous diurnal
oscillations in mouse liver tissue
across a range of pathways governing
the metabolism of amino acids and
carbohydrates, lipids, nucleotides,

of peripheral circa-

modeling,
the authors

researchers
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may help
regulate the
precision
and timing
of circadian

synergistic
nodes between liver
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and the
circadian
transcrip-

Metabolic map, with metabolites linked to the
circadian rhythm shown in black.

transcriptional control of liver processauthors conclude, reveals that a compathways functions in a coordinated,
demonstrate that the liver metaboand circadian transcriptional machin-

Short-term contracts may
hinder young scientists
Critics argue that academic tenure
modern research university and dimin-

collection
of RNA
molecules
that provide

response, research institutions have
shifted away from tenure toward more
-
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physicists to understand how contract
length affects scientists’ production
careers more vulnerable to termination, not necessarily because scientists

m/s despite the highly dissipative profound that the valves’ tapered crosssections made the pod highly resistant

Structure of geobacillin I.

structure different than that of any

persistence but because the contracts
overcome early barriers to achieve-

speeds only after it exceeds approxi-

individuals experience termination
relatively early in their career, while
a few so-called “superstar” scientists
survive an initial selection process

one of the seams is driven past the

the researchers found, though larger
According to the authors, the results
suggest that reliance on short-term
contracts may promote “rich-get-richer” scenarios that hinder the upward
the analysis focused on physicists, the
extended to other disciplines in which

at physiologically relevant temperature

are needed to determine the geobacillins’ modes of action and activity in

open and triggers the remaining seams

B-cell subtypes belong to
distinct lineages

that the valves are mechanically cou-

Researchers have been unable to

I. glandulifera
plant’s success as an invasive species,

Genome mining yields
potential antibiotics

sidered true, recent studies have chalat different times during development,
exhibit different reconstitution ef-

Antibiotics are urgently needed to
combat emerging antibiotic-resistant

How seed pods are optimized lantibiotic class of antimicrobials that
has been used for food preservation
for explosive seed dispersal

for decades without eliciting microbial
resistance, has potential therapeu-

Many plants disperse their seeds
via a process so
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progenitors in adults and thus belong
vated cell sorting to isolate individual
transferred the cells into lethally ir-
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